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AMERICAN VOLUNTARISM1 AN ANTI-HISTORY 
WITH ANTI-HEROINES 

Lucille Kuehn 

INTRODUCTION 

It is extraordinary that a uniquely American phenomenon 
--voluntarism--has been omitted from much of American history. 
Thie sin of omission is compounded by sins of commission. 
Rarely have historians, sociologists, or even the "pop" free
lance writers, whose observations compose part of social 
history, given the appropriate value to voluntarism as a 
social force in history. Furthermore, there seems to be a 
paralle:. pattern of omission in history between lack of docu
~entation of volunteer partic1pat1on and the lack of docu
mentation of the contributions of women and an accurate 
assessment of their motivations./1 

It would be111.Se to share a autually acceptable defini
tion os voluntarism before we discuss the subject. One 
which~ ;iarticularly enjoy is developed by Ann Stenzel and 
Helen :?eeley in Volunteer Training and Development, an un
usual :--,-:1ual which stresses the continuous learning aspect 
of vol=;eer service. 

Voluntary associations are those in which 
a person is free to participate or not, as he 
chooses. They are open to persons who share 
a common interest or purpose. The volunteer 
builds his own policy and directs hie own 
activities within the framework of the associa
tion. Voluntary organization■ have a double 
responsibility. They provide service or 
further a cause for community betterment while 
they provide an opportunity for members or 
volunteers to share in their purpose by 
helping directly or indirectly with programs. 

Perhaps because more women than men compose the volunteer 
force and because there are more women's organizations than 
those of men,/l this neglected aspect of history is generally 
the result of the fact that until recently American historians 
"have paid scant almost absent-minded attention to the his
tory of women. "/J There are, however, other contributing 
fs.ctors which have resulted in perpetuation of a mythology 
about American women rather than a history of women. 

Inextricably involved in the matter of the absence of 
women and voluntarism from American history are the issues 
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of the status of women, self-perceived as well as evaluated 
by others, and the value placed on volunteer activity, The 
trad1t1onal indices for measurement of status or social 
:n.o'b:'..lity are e<lucc.tion, occupation and income, A more 
::u:.:-..:·ont anil accurate measurement of the status of women 
.,,ould also incorporate unremunerated volunteer activity. 

It '..o interesting to note that one major potential source 
c? redefinition, the President's and the 50 state Commis
s:l.o::1G on ';he Status of 'Women, have focused on four primary 
~reas for study and reform activity, family law and 
:;,olS.cy, hee.:_·;h and welfare, labor standard, social insur
c::1ce and taxes./~► Despite the fact that these commissions 
are !:'!F.nnetl. (or ')l'omanned) by volunteers, even here the study 
,:;.r vclv.11·l;,oc;:;:.c~ has been inc1dental to other ccnsiderat1ons. 
'lhe1ir oYe:::-<cight as ll'ell as that of historians may be attr1b
•.!ted to t:1e fact that voluntary organizational activity 
::.snot aooorded the same value that paid employment elicits/~ 
--a :act that finds support in the aforementioned traditional 
indices o~· status. However, a comparison of labor force 
::,e.rtioi!)E'.tic~ by women in 1968, 28,697,000,/6 with total 
nu~bcr,:: of' people who served as volunteers, almost 55 
:·:11::.ion in 1969,/2 elicits the following logic, (1) that the 
e::::olt:sion of voluntarism as an integral part of American 
:1ie;tory oa:: nc longer be accented by virtue of the numbers 
of :::iec?le involved, (2) that this oversi~ht if continued 
affects males as well as females and (J) although there is 
no availa~le numerical breakdown by sex for volunteer 
~~rt1oipat1on there is•repeated evidence that more women 
tr.an men are volunteers, thus, at a minimum, the figure 
trould be something over fifty-one percent of 55 million, or 
28 million. Therefore, the criteria for measurement of 
achievement e.11d status of women must not be confined to 
eocnomic indices or labor force participation Wt should also 
inc::.1d.e volunteer participation. This has not been the case 
as s:,e.11 be shown. For the purposes of this paper and in 
,ceep,.ng with the theme of the conference "'Women as a Re
source•, we shall confine ourselves to the study of female 
~olunteer participation. In doing so let us examine more 
olosa~y the myth of female non-achievement and its possible 
o:rigin:i. 

The charge has been made, and through continued repeti
tion it has almost assumed an aura of truth, that women in 
A!lle:r'-ca reached their zenith in 1921 after their successful 
seventy year battle for the Nineteenth Amendment and that 
they have been in a state of retreat ever since. Supporting 
evi1enoe for this thesis that women since 1921 are non
~ohievers is found essentially in an economic interpreta
tion of history and sociology associated with superficial 
psychologic~l analysis. A primary and widely used source 
are the i;tatistics found in the 1965 Handbook on Women Workers. 
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They have been the statistical base for quotation by the 
leading "popular" writers on women, Betty Friedan, Morton 
Runt, William O'Neil, Andrew Sinclair, Caroline Bird as 
1<,e;_:,_ as the source for many femli b tracts and pamphlets, 
Th0~e statistics deal solely with cumulative and propor
tionate numbers of women, compared to men, engaged in 
different categories of paid occupations. They also relate 
education and training to employment, They reveal the com
parative incomes and earnings of men and women, As they 
fall back upon the traditional indices of status--education, 
occupation and 1ncome--they are indeed dramatioally devas
tating when they show proportionately, 

:. Fewer women than in 1921 on college faculties and in 
academic administrative positions, 

"2, Fewer women in top industrial administrative and manage
rial positions commanding top salaries than in 1921, 

The 1965 edition of the Handbook of Women Workers is 
epprop~iately bound in a red cover, I submit that in effect 
it ls a red herring, While these statistics provide the 
most comprehensive studies of women vis-a-vis the labor 
force, they hardly tell the complete history of women and 
their achievements outside of the labor force, 

Aileen Kraditor, a historian writing in 1968, points 
O'-'. that a::: late as this date--only four years ago--except 
to: ·'J::.ographles anq accounts of activities of suffragists, 
tl-iere were only two scholarly works on the role and status 
of ~,omen in American history--Eleanor Flexner• s Century of 
§_tr2§5le (Cambridge, Mass, 1959) and Andrew Sinclair's 
'l'c,e etter Half (New York, 1965) ,/8 Thus if there seems to 
be a syndrome of overdependence on-the statistical studies 
of the Women's Bureau of the Department of Labor, this may 
be due to the fact that there is little else as source 
material about women or their history. 

Ge1-da Lerner, another historian, observes that "the 
:.1 t-?ra t,:re concerning the role of women in American hi story 
is, ·,·:..·:;h a handful of exceptions, topically narrow, predom
inantl:, descriptive and generally devoid of interpretation,,, 
that most of the work done by historians in recent years ·, 
he.s been preoccupied with the women• s rights movement in its 
l6Gl'.l.l and political aspects," She adds that "the problem of 
ho,·r women fit into history, how one is to conceptualize their 
role, and how one is to evaluate their contributions remains 
to be solved. "/9. 

Let us examine some selected but representative works 

.. !$.£$\•"""'"'-· ·-+ __ ..,. __________________________________ _ 
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from h1story, soc1ology and the "pop" press to ga1n 1n
s1ght 1nto the problem and, perhaps, develop some solut1ons. 

BIBLIOGRAPHIC ESSAY 

The problem of percept1on or historical myopia ma.y be 
due to the fact that voluntarism has been indigenous to 
the American scene all through the history of this country 
:·rom the landing of the Pilgrims when settlers volunteered 
to help each other for surv1val through the current efforts 
of the war on poverty./lQ Perhaps we have been too close 
to perceive th1s s1ngular phenomenon. However, fore1gn 
·,:·_,,:::_ tors to this country have not1ced th1s un1que facet of 
~mer1can life. Let me qucite°two, Alex1s de Tocquev1lle and 
Gi~nns~- }1yrdal. 

~ocquev1lle, wr1t1ng on Amer1ca 1n 1840, observed 
"N ;thing, •• is more deserving of our attent1on than the in
"':ellectual and moral assoc1at1ons of Amer1ca."/il He could 
un~erBtand the polit1cal and 1ndustrial associat1ons. But 
',a lt:re'.1 no precedent for the phenomenon of the Amer1can 
vol·c:"cary organ1zat1on. He found in what he felt to be 
"the mos'; democratic country on the face of the earth ••• 
the highest perfection of the art of pursu1ng 1n common the 
c•, '?'.lt of their common des1res appl1ed to the greatest 
r.umber of purposes."/.!Z 

Similarly, Gunnar Myrdal in The Amer1can D1lemma ob
se:·:ed that "it is na1iural for the ordinary American when 
he sees that something is wrong to feel not only that there 
'li-,0uld be a law aga1nst 1 t, but also that an organizat1on 
-:.ould be formed to combat 1 t." 

It is interest1ng that both Tocquev1lle an~ Myrdal 
noted the role of the Amer1can woman as few h1stor1ans have, 
Insofar as the omission of women from h1story is concerned 
a few voices have 1ndeed been ra.1sed 1n alarm. One of the 
earl1est to express concern was Arthur M. Schles1nger,sr., 
wno after an exam1nat1on of textbooks took h1s colleagues 
to task 1n 1928 because he could not d1scern whether women 
had. ever made any contr1but1ons to American progress that 
were worthy of record,/11 Mary Beard, another h1stor1an 
noted 1n :!.945 t'.-lat "the·personalities, interests, ideas and 
activities of women have not received an attention commensur
ate with their energy 1n history."/J..!± A1leen Kraditor ob
served in 1968, "Since women wrote as 11ttle h1story as 
the:· :.iade, 1 t 1s not surpris1ng that h1stor1ography fa1 th
:'ul:..y ref·:..eoted the1r exclus1on from those events h1stor1ans 
cons1dered 1mportant enough to record:'/1.2 

. De.vid Potter, 1nvest1gat1ng the h1stor1cal aspects of 
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alienation in the United States, wrote "if we based our social 
generalizations upon the experience of women rather than 
men, we might drop the familiar observation about the de
creasing independency of Americans in their occupational 
pursuits," He observed that for women "there is a far 
greater meaning, measure of independent and self-directed 
work than there was in the past," He cautioned that a 
"serious fallacy results when generalizations derived from 
the experience of American men are applied indiscriminately 
to the American people in such a way as to exclude the 
experience of American women,"/J.E_ Potter also noted that 
business and professional men have resigned their cultural 
responsibilities to women and then have gone on to disparage 
literature and the arts because "these pursuits in the hands 
of females, began to seem feminine," He paid homage to 
women who have done more than their share to lteep oommuni ty 
11fe alive, He, at least, and at last acknowledged volun
tarism as a way of life for American women. 

The first scholar I found who interrelates the problem 
ot' ·;;he status of women With its resolution through volunteer 
activity was the eminent sociologist, Talcott Parsons, 
2e wro~e in 1942 that in a oerta1n sense the most fundamental 
b<>.s:s of the family's status is the occupational status of 
the husband and father, •• that this is the principal source 
of strain in the sex role structure of our society since 
~-t deprives the wife of her role as a partner 1n a common enter
prise. ~Ill He suggested that a way out of this predicament 
~,~s "through the 0111 ti vation by women of cultural interests, 
eC:·.icated tastes, services, interests and humanitarian obli
gations in community welfare," 

In order to give a balanced picture, let me present 
another viewpoint on women as volunteers wr\tten in the same 
ye1?.r that Talcott Parsons made his observatfon. In his v1tu
pernt1ve protest against war, The Generation of Vipers, 
Vi'lilip Wylie made a self-styled survey of moral want in 
wilioh he lashed out at certain American institutions--
among t~em, women, He considered one aspect of the activity 
o:" .\:nerioe.n women to which no other chronicle of their status 
a'; ··;.:,_at time paid heed--their organizations. It is inter
est,~~g to include his appraisal, even if negative, ., 

Woman is organization minded. Organizations, 
she has happily discovered, are intimidat1ng 
to all men, not just to mere men. They 
frighten politicians to sniveling servility 
and they terrify pastors1 they bother bank 
presidents and they pulverize school boards, 
Woman has many such organizations, the real 
purpose of which 1s to compel an abject 
compliance ·of her environs to her personal 
desire./18 

'#J 2%,t:ilflW1._.,... __ ,..,. __________________________________ _ 
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The concern about status is not confined to the sociolo
gist. Richard Hofstadter, the historian, developed his "status 
::.02e ":hasis" r-s a root source of progressivism.Ill He 
in:<1;;:;o ::•.:;ed tr.s·.; :n::.dd!e-cllil,ss intellectuals had been cut off 
'f,;cI, •i:;,e om: to:,:, of power and author1 ty in American society, 
.• ,::;C:: th:;).-,; tnei'..'.' own loss of status and Power in turn better 
;.:.:de the111 understant.'. the point of view of those who never 
)'lad po·.1e:r to 1-ose. 

Eleanor Flexner, in her 1959 preface to A Century of 
St._~,l~, a brilliant history of the women's rights move-
mer.t !.n the Un:!. tec:'c States, suggests that the changes in the 
statua of American women derived from the same forces that 
transfo::'I".eJ our country from a small, undeveloped and un-
0·::;ilore,.' .. :-;rar!an culture to one in the forefront of wealth, 
~.:1!.'lu::itr:.a:.::. za t1on and international responsibilities. 
'..'0!!!1,c and men, played many roles in that transformation. 
:·1omen have not been presidents, inventors, generals or 
~siness leaders, but mothers and homemakers, producers, re
fo:rmers and eventually voters. She writes that the "roles 
of ~o~en will continue to evolve along with all the changing 
social relationships in a society kept dynamic by the accel
erating pace of soientific discovery and technological growth!'/20 

Another historian who acknowledges the problem of 
status for women is Gerda Lerner. She observes that "when 
the work of men became work for money and society adopted 
money standards as its measure of value and worth, the un
paid labor of the housewife was again degraded, and her 
otatus ••• lowered."/il 

Morton Hunt, a free-lance writer, who ha.a oapitalized 
on women as a subject for his best-selling boo~s, observed 
:l:'l 1962 that "Since American society accords status and pres
tige primarily on the basis of paid positions ••• club and vol
U."lteer aoti vi ties,., fail to be highly valued or compelling," /22 
Ee views volunteer activity by women primarily as a useful -
~evice to channel aggressions away from the home and to 
decrease the need for rivalry with the husband. His more 
:,osit:i.ve contribution to social history is his delineation 
of ':".e "split-career" phenomenon exemplified by women, 

. That same year the sociologist Murray Hausknect pro
posed the thesis in his book The Joiners that the raison 
~'etre of organizations no longer exists,/£} He supported 
his ·;;;·,as:1s With two reasons• one, today's\1962) problems 
are area and regional in scope and, therefore, solutions 
depend on resources beyond the capacity of the local commun
ity: and, two, government is now performing many of the func
tions previously handled through volunteer organ1zations1 
thus, there is no need for them. 
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In supporting his thea1s, Mr. Hausknect failed to 
grasp the potential of a united national effort of many 
local units of an organization working in concert for the 
same purpose. The League of Women Voters and the Amerioan 
Association of University Women are typical of the types 
of efforts he has overlooked. Both are prime examples of 
7oluntarism by middle-class, :mature, educated women. The 
Le~uge of Women Voters, it oan be noted, has grown from 
50.~·75 members in 1940 to 100,316 in 1950-51 to 170,000 in 
1970-72. In nddition, voluntarism, rather than being re
placed by government, has been hailed and given impetus by 
the :.Lxo!l acbninistration•s initiation of a Cabinet Committee 
on Vo:::.:c.-:-.~ar.y Action and the establishment of its service 
aZ"lll. ·;he O:ftice of Voluntary Action. A new partnership 
bet:;aen '::'.-,e public and private sectors of government has 
also been enhanced through legislation which encourages the 
usCJ o:;' ":";;l=tc<?rs in the Departments of Agriculture and 
Comr.1..:.:ce, Housing and Urban Development. Justice, Labor, 
V·~.:th, Ed~oat'-on and Welfare and the Office of Economic 
OppoZ" :;"..tni tJ o /24 

o~e of the more recent scholarly historical works on 
'.".'·:-=~ a11 a social force in history is William O'Neil' s 
::?· ~-·o:1e '.·1as Brave, The Rise and Fall of Feminism in 
;\~-_;;.~.,:cc-. .;-Es'sentiaiiy his thesis belongs in the camp that 
i·iit'i:3£7 seventy-two years of battle for women to get the 
c,:rl;) ·:•·. '· tne.t, once gained, the vote has accomplished little 
for ~;ome::1. In O'Neil 's thinking the institutions of marriage 
an,: •';1:'!.e fe.mi!.y, "as presently conceived", are among the chief 
cbstac:es to feminihe equality, He observes that in both 
the 20"e and the 6o•s sexual freedom has had little effect 
on t,'!e :.:.:re styles of women, In both periods divorce as a 
substitute for marriage reform has been the perferred so
lt:-Cion, Ho feels a "movement," ideology and organization, 
:..t: not social and political revolution, are'necessary to 
achieve equality. 

His interpretation of the 20's is that it was an era 
w::e:'.'. "the private vision took precedence over the social 
w:.l~ ••• " The outburst of the 20's according to his in
sig::1ts. repudiated the grand causes and p:lorious rhetoric 
of ?::·ogressi vism, In his analysis fem1n1n1 ty, not feminism, 
~•,as ;;.:1~:ceasingly the watchword as the old cult of domes- •, 
tici-t;y re-emerged. He writes that the essence of feminism 
ius been its steady drive to narrow the gap between the sexes 
ar:6. ·i;o ha'\"e women play masculine roles insofar as possible./£.2 
Of ce~rse, he finds little of value in voluntarism for women, 

Inherent in his logic seems to be the implication that 
ec-:.:.cli·;y O'.".' equal rights is a zero sum game between the 

4 MQ_,.Q ~ ... ,,,..,.,. __ '""" _________________ ..,. _____________ _ 
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· sexes. If one wins the other loses. I take the opposite 
positions that in equality and self fulfillment of women, 
men will b~oome more truly equal and fUlfilled themselves in 
the real issues of life rather than getting bogged down in 
the stereotypical myths of sexual difference. 

o•Ne!l, while he regards himself as a radical historian, 
hoista himself on his own petard by fallfilg into the trap 
laid by trac!.itional historians who have built upon 
each other's false foundations in depicting the 1920 1 a as a 
pe:::.''.'.od of t'.isenchantment, gross materialism, hedonism and 
political ~eaotion. He ignores an impressive body of recent 
research which reveals there was a larger validity and via
bi:ity to the reform impulse in the decade before FDR than 
is U~'..ia:~y aoknowledged. This impul.se found Its greatest 
o~tlet in volunteer organizational activity. 

C~srk Chambers in Seedtime for Reform takes note of 
this f2.ct as e. major thesis of his book when he delineates 
the ~rivnte voluntary efforts in social welfare and reform. 
Further, ~e attributes much of the New Deal reform to the 
grou.~~work that had been spaded in the 1920's./26 His is 
'che lcind of singular research with analysis, trends and 
relationsh!ys that immediately commands respect. Insofar 
ns '.i:;;,:: cc:tr1 1:mtion to excellence in the history of American 
womt1n is concerned, this book almost stands in a class by 
i tse'..f. ,:nile the author never sought purposefully to 
h~6~light the contributions of women in the time period 
covered !n Seedtime df Reform his scholarly inclusion of 
their efforts along with those of man leads to a new total
ity in the writing of history heretofore not available. How 
different, more objective and more replete 1s, Chambers' 
history of the settlement house movement and Jane Addams com
pared to Christopher Lasch in The New Ra.d1cal1.am in America. 

Because voluntarism is intrinsic to a responsible 
democratic form of government and serves as a primary catalyst 
tor evolutionary social change,/Z,Z Lasch's thesis that 
"mocern J'.'9.dicalism or 11 beral1sm can best be understood as a 
-phall!e of the social history of intellectuals"/28 merits inclu
sion in this bibliographic discussion. The major thesis 
of this paper 1s to document that it 1s 1n the volunteer 
sector that women have made their most important and dramatic 
cmit~1butions to American history--an area of achievement 
the.t :1e,s been unmeasured or undervalued for the most part. 
Thus, Lasch•s analysis, and how he handles the contribution 
of women, 1s relevant~ 

"' Lasch claims that the bete noire all intellectuals of 
ne:,ess1ty have 1n co!Dlilon 1s revolt against the New England 

~· $£ ~'··•------------------------------------■ 
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trad1 t1on and "everything associated w1 th the cultural 
ascendency of the middle class." What 1n particular does 
the intellectual revolt against as typ1f1ed by middle class 
values? To Lasch, a comb1nat1on of patriarchal authority 
and the sentimental veneration of women, the conventional 
family which bred an over-privileged, over-indulged, and, 1n 
the examples he chooses for biography, over-educated confused 
and rebellious ch1ld--part1cularly the female child. While 
Lasch recognizes the contributions of selected atypical 
wo~o~ through their volunteer act1v1t1es--.:ilne Addams, Mabel 
Dodge LiLl1e.n, Josephine Dixon, Charlotte Perkins Gilman, 
,\lice S1~r.reiner and Margaret Sanger--he 11 terally "does 
them in" for <!o1ng "good deeds." Through superf1c1al psycho
logical analysis of their baoltground and possible motivations 
~e &evelops nine generalizations about the female volunteer 
•;;~5.c'.1 run the gamut from the trauma of the death of a father, 
~r. -J.n:-W.ppy :narr1age or no marriage, protracted neurasthenia, 
s.:.'.~:,.'.l.tlon from the mother, selfish personal need, dis
J::..acement of basic feminine instincts, to penis envJ and/or 
0-::::-:1.c'.:'"2.: l1.ost1:! ty toward men. 

L ~ore contemporary but equally pejorative view of the 
·;o::ien who 7olunteerll!l.s advanced by Doris B. Gold 1n 1971. 
She ::.e::'1nes "the phenomenon of voluntarism., .as one of the 
-.::::..C.e·":t, most subtle, most complicated ways in which women 
hil,e been disengaged from the economy with their own eager 
coo?eration~/29 Ms. Gold, described as a free lance writer, 
ed1tor anL active community service volunteer 1n Long Island, 
~Tew York, writes "from a feminist and/or progressive un1on1st 
polnt of view voluntarism 1s clearly exploitative." While 
she does accord value to the volunteer effort, she, too, 
speculates on some of the conscious and unconscious motiva
tions of the volunteer, e.g. a misdirected s~arch for power 
or alliance with symbols of power, a continuation of the home
based tastes of mothering and maintenance into the larger 
society, a step 1n the d1rect1on of a changed self-image, a 
socially acceptable way to opt out of paid employment, a 
way of keeping up with a husband's achievement track record. 

The final potential nail in the allegorical coffin of 
voluntarism that I wish to bring to your attention is hammered 
by the National Organization of Women at their fifth -, 
:-.s.tional Conrerence in September of 1971. At that time they 
passed a resolution on voluntarism distinguishing between 
those act1vit1es which they feel serve to maintain women's 
dependent status and those act1vities which are change 
directed. The former they see as service oriented volun
tarism. This they feel seelts to complement insufficiently 
fu..nded social services with non-paid labor in order to allevi
ate soc:i.al ills for it "blunts the pressure for more equal 

.· 
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distribution of the nation's wealth, by meeting the unrest 
which threatens the economic privileges and power of the 
well-to-do."/2.Q Members of the NOW National Task Force on 
Uo::ie:,, 2-'ld Volunteers analyze the impact of the proliferation 
of ,rom0n's !>rganization,between 1890 and 1920 as a deterrent 
to ·:ic!!:.en ::;ainir.g "real" power, earning "real" money or be
cOl!dng freed of their economic dependence on men, They 
ascribe to the "Yolunteer mystique" a reinforcement of the 
second c:e.ss status of women, another instance of the on-

' going ex;,:oi tation of women, a device by which jobs are 
taken from the labor market, a device which buttresses the 
struc:cures which are keeping women in a subordinate role--all 
of w:1.ich '..s antithetical to the goals of the feminist move
ment ana ~hus detr!mental to the liberation of women. How
ever, if voluntarism is change-directed, they have no quarrel 
,.,::. th th:.s kind of self-expression. 

A c'.!.ssenting view is presented by another member of 
K:O'.' :Jr; :: a Schindler-Rainman, who is consultant to volun
tary e.:,,d governmental organizations. She counters that there 
have been significant changes to alter the entire image and 
f;.'.:i::-f:, of the volunteer world for men, women and youth 
parti0ips.te in a vast variety of significant tasks in this 
dencc:~e.cy, social action, decision making• organizational 
ciw.n;:;e a:--,d development, training as well as direct service 
tc t~e ?Stient, client, consumer and others, She can find 
no evidenc9 of exploitation in voluntarism; ratH.er she finds 
a major influence for change. She is the first to observe 
the.t s'ca·;u.s no longer.depends solely on income,that "men's 
snc'. "onen' s importance to and in society are measured by 
their volu.'ltary contribution of ideas and energy to the society 
•• , ,i::en :nost service 1s in the social action a:i:-ea." She ob
cerv"ls t,18.t woman's status is enhanced by her·voluntary par
tici:paticn in and contribution to the many facets, decisions, 
problem solutions and activities of a democratic society. 
She notes that some of the most active volunteers are also 
emplcyed./J.1 Helen Astin :ln The Woman Doctorate in America 
offers supporting evidence. Her study sample reveals that 
;)lose to half participated in church or religious groups, 
nbcut one-fourth were involved in the activities of pa.rent
tc2.c:1e::- i:::.ssociat1ons, and an impressive number were also in 
ci~io, social, political and eduoa.tional organizations./J.g 

:.: c:::nplet2 the bibliographic chronology with one of the 
~~•s,··; · :·2'.lcn'i; m:,:::ks, b-it unhappily end on a sour note. At 
- ."?; lt1s·;; a :male historian has written a book about women 
·.,ic. • ..:-:l eve~. :cncludes an entire chapter on "Women's Organiza
·t:'..cn:·· · '/"'" A simple content analysis reveals only one-tenth 
,:,:.' · · , ·;)·, .,·:,tar ls devotee. to volunteer activity different from 
,;;,: "•:. c.:,.l::,~;i::m ,:;:, that which previous histories of American 
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wo:cr.v:m have stressed. His superficially brief review of 
volur.t1-.::1.sre >Jince 1930 attributes to the professionalization 
of social work and the emphasis on home and family a dramatic 
reduc•cion of women's involvment in American public life. 
Not only is this analysis quantitatively and qualitatively 
erroneous, but the author develops another thesis•, to which 
he gives no substantive evidence, that the energy for female 
emancipation derives for the most part from strong fathers./J!!: 
Here again, as well as in other parts of the book, we find 
evidence of superficial psychological and sociological 
analy·'3~ While the book is indeed present-minded, once 
more ·c,1e full dimension of women• s roles and status remains 
to be developed. 

CONCLUSION 

Can 55 million volunteers be wrong? If we must put a 
dol1ar val-ue on voluntarism in order to add another important 
dimension of measurement it is estimated that by 1980 volun
teer activity will contribute $30 billion annually to the 
economy 1~ it is counted as part of the gross national pro
duct./+;J. Of course this does not include what volunteer 
part!cc.:::,e.tion adds to personal development or what highly 
trained -specialis"t.t!can provide by way of enrichment to the 
volunteer sector in addition to their participation in paid 
occupations. Thus we have the weight of numbers, some indi
::ietion o~ eoonomic worth as well as a minimal philosophical 
b9.~is to establistt the importance of a unique facet of 
Amer1.oan life. 

I".: has not been the purpose of this paper to present a 
J:i..istory of volu.ritarism in America, but rather to suggest 
that history begin to incorporate in an appropriate manner 
·chis compelling and consuming aspect of American life. This 
brief bibliographic chronology serves to delineate some 
su~por~1ng evidence in behalf of (1) more complete history. 
(2, new ~ethodological tools for analysis of women's roles, 
statuP end motivation for choice in participatory oppor
·tunties in American private, public and economic life·, and 
( 3} t'".e development of more sensitive indices for measure
ment cf status, power and value of social force in history+~.,, 
History reflects society just as society reflects history. 
Therefore there is a reciprocal responsibility for scholar
ship with integrity to correct omissions as well as dis
tortic,'l. Women can serve both as a resource which demands 
'ch:~s oorre ·tion as well as a resource with the proper skills 
a:1d tools ;;o assist in the corrective process. 

It is interesting to note that the recent issue of Time 
me.,gazine devoted entirely to "The American Woman" contai~ 
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seventeen categorical topics, not one of which is on the 
subject or issue of voluntarism. Once again the methodology 
used is to cite the numbers of women working and their 
earnings compared to those of men in various paid occupa
~io~s in order to display the dysfunction in the labor force 
With patterns of inequality delineated by sex difference./.'.z& 

Lest you be misled by the statistics which reveal 
th.at vai;,t hordes of women are joining the labor force, 
I believe it important to establish some criteria to measure 
the quality of work related to the quantities of women 
newly engaged in work. The completely detailed story is 
one of underutilization and underemployment in relation 
to education, bacltground o.nd tru1n1np-, It has been demon
stre.tted that almost equal numbers of women are in both the 
labor force (28 million) and in the volunteer force (28 
million) in America, The question remains to be answered 
as to whether their volunteer jobs and their paid work pro
vi~e appropriate opportunity. 

Recently hundreds of new titles of new books for and 
abo'J.t Y:onen have been added to publishers' lists from the 
press of "feminist radicals hoping for a rich marriage of 
~o=erce and cultural revolution."/J.1 ~ observes that 
::nany of these writers operate on a number of assumptions that 
are questionable and sometimes simplistic, that in ignoring 
hictory, in being statistics-prone, in involving the indi
vidual's right to absolute self-expression, in preaching 
that a r3jiggered environment can cure all hereditary ills, 
Women's Lib writers are doing themselves and their readers 
a great disservioe,/.1§. I submit that while there is impetus 
and momentum for evolutionary social and political change, 
there is also a compelling urgency for respo~sible and 
accountable scholarship and research, ·'· 

However, history alone cannot bear the burden. Psycho
analy,"''· s has demonstrated that there is no unified human will 
"but that direction emerges from conflicting tendencies 
emane. ting from different layers in the personality. Th1.s 
fact is as important for the understanding of history as it 
is for the understanding of the individual personality,"/J.2 
Carte.inly a new methodology is needed to properly record and, 
analyze the contributions of women to history in order to 
:;et below the myth level on which we currently operate. 
Th~s there is need for an interdisciplinary partnership in 
a:1t'~.ropology, sociology, eoonomi cs, psychology and psycho
a::alysis as well as history in order to assess and analyze 
scle~tifically the trends, the components, the motivations 
a~c t~e opportunities for choice in a changing world. 
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In keeping with this need, higher education must assume a 
more dyna~ic responsibility and responsiveness not only in 
resea::-cr:. about women but in the teaching and curriculum it 
provides for women, If, as has been demonstrated in this 
paper, voluntarism is so much a part of the life of the edu
cated woman and increasingly a part of the life styles of 
the disadvantaged themselves, either as an interstice in a 
split-~areer, incorporated with a paid occupation or instead 
of renumerated activity, shouldn't higher education offer 
background and training so that women may achieve greater ful
fillment e.a they utilize their skills in meaningful work 
with or without pay? 

The broad spectrum of bibliographic selections pre
sented in this paper serve to delineate the problem of how 
women have not fit into history, Until we, as women, accept 
respons:oility for involvement in the solution, we will re
mair c. "problem," One of the major problems all historians 
fac ~s Toynbee suggests, is bridging the gap between 
human beings and insti tutions--finding the linlc between per
sonal and group expression, The challenge of documenting, 
validating and assessing voluntarism--indi vi duals worlcing 
1n groups--1s certainly part of this problem, The history 
of women is no longer confined to the battlefields of the 

.feminist movement, Women as a group are being joined by 
vo:c:ten as individuals who in a democratic society are making 
choices awong different life styles, The written history 
of women, always as.dramatic and complex as the subject it
self, must change in accordance with these choices, 
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